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ABSTRACT 

The most advanced seismic data processing/imaging algorithms fail to achieve an acceptable 

result when there are strong phase errors in the observations. To remedy this deficiency, I 

replace the time domain misfit term in such algorithms by a Fourier magnitude fidelity term in 

order to recover the desired signal from just the amplitude spectrum of the observed wavefield. 

The generated problem is used to tackle two common phase problems arising in seismic 

processing: data recovery in the presence of residual static shifts and deconvolution with 

missing wavelet phase. The primary applications of interest are interpolation and deconvolution. 

It is shown that under appropriate constraints, both problems can be solved accurately using just 

the amplitude spectrum of the observed data. Numerical experiments show that in both cases the 

proposed phase retrieval algorithm is able to obtain significantly better results than similar 

method that work in the time domain. 
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 فُریً فاز اطالعات داشته بدَن ریوگا لرزي ٌای دادي پردازش َ بازسازی
 تٍران داوشگاي ژئُفیسیک مُسسً ،غالمی علی

ٌستىذ،ٌمرايخُدفازطیفدرزیادیخطایتاایمطاٌذيٌایداديکًٌىگامی

قثُلقاتلخُابیکارائًدرسازیتصُیرَپردازشپیطرفتًٌایالگُریتماکثر

اطالعاتازتىٍاکًطُریتًفُقٌایالگُریتمتغییرتامقالًایهدر.اوىذواتُ

ازسپساستضذيپرداختًمطکلایهدرمانتًکىىذاستفاديمُجخثًٍدامىًطیف

استفاديضىاسیلرزيدرفازیخطایاساسیچالصدَحلترایحاصلالگُریتم

فازاطالعاتداضتهذَنتَاٌمامیختَاستاتیکخطایحضُردردرَویاتی:ضُدمی

وطان.ضُوذمیارائًکاوالًچىذَاٌمامیختَیاتیدرَنقالةدرکًچطمًمُخک

کارگیریتًتاتىٍاَدقتتًمسائلایهدَیٌرمىاسةقیُدتحتکًضُدمیدادي

ٌستىذحلقاتلَرَدیسیگىالدامىًاطالعات الگُریتممسألً،ٌردَترای.

کًمطاتًٌایالگُریتمازیتٍترتسیاروتایحتُاوستفازتازیاتیپیطىٍادی

.کىذارائًکىىذمیکارزمانحُزيدر



ٌاَاژيکلیذ فاز،تازیاتیفازی،خطایوگاری،لرزياستاتیک،ضیفت:

.یاتیدرَنَاٌمامیخت،

 

INTRODUCTION 
There are a number of situations in seismic applications where the errors in the acquired  

wavefield are mainly phase-wise; that means, the desired wavefield is distorted by some 

mechanism that is known to affect the wavefield Fourier phase only. The phase of a signal 

carries the structural information and hence phase errors significantly limit the effectiveness of 

data processing and imaging algorithms. Such situations can arise for example in land 

acquisition surveys where a wavefield is measured after propagation through the Earth with 

laterally strong near surface inhomogeneities. These near surface irregularities act as an all pass 

linear phase filter and introduce random time shifts to the measured traces [Gholami, 2013a]. 

Another situation where we loose the signal phase arises in deconvolution problem where we 

attempt to increase the vertical resolution of the data by compressing the basic seismic wavelet. 

Statistical deconvolution assumes a random reflectivity for the Earth which allows one to easily 
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estimate the wavelet's amplitude spectrum/autocorrelation, from the trace amplitude 

spectrum/autocorrelation. But in order to make the deconvolution possible, the phase 

information also needs to be recovered. The phase recovery is the main and most challenging 

step in this situation. In practice, the minimum phase assumption is used in order to recover the 

wavelet uniquely from its amplitude spectrum while in reality this assumption is generally 

accepted as being invalid. 

 

In this paper, the above problems are treated differently. It is assumed that the phase 

information are lost and just the amplitude information of the observations can be trusted to be 

inverted for recovering the desired signal. Therefore, given a problem, I look for a solution 

whose predicted amplitude spectrum matches with the observations amplitude spectrum, up to a 

constant considered for errors in the observed amplitude samples. Obviously, the solution to 

such problem will be non-unique. However, by applying general and reasonable constraints on 

the solution, its structure can be determined from the amplitude spectrum. In other words, 

suitable regularizations can be used to make the solution uniquely determined (up to a constant 

shift) from the available magnitude spectrum. The primary applications of interest here are 

wavefield interpolation in the presence of residual time shifts and multichannel deconvolution in 

the presence of residual time shifts and missing wavelet phase. In both cases, the proposed 

algorithm is able to obtain significantly better results than the conventional methods. 

 
 

Methodology 

Let 
M

y  denote the acquired wavefield (data) in the time-space ( xt  ) domain (note that y  

is a long trace obtained by stacking 
x

n  traces, each of length 
t

n , one under the other, i.e. 

tx
nnM = ), then the xf   domain representation of y  can easily be computed as Fyy =ˆ , 

where the unitary matrix F  denotes forward frequency-space ( xf  ) operator. In seismic 

applications, ŷ  is generally complex valued and hence  

],[Im][Re=][ˆ  iy  

])[(exp|][ˆ=|  iy  

 

for 10,...,= M where ][Re   and ][Im   are the real and imaginary parts of ][ˆ y , 

respectively, |][ˆ| y  is its modulus (magnitude), and ][  is its phase. Static shifts affect 

phase-only information. Let   be the phase error due to time shift errors, then we have 

])[][(exp|][ˆ=|][ˆ
0

  iiyy  

where  =
0

 denotes the phase of the static-corrected wavefield 
0

y . Therefore, the 

static correction problem in view of phase retrieval can be formulated as  

0
find y  

|,ˆ|=||subjectto
0

yFy  

where the absolute function is applied component-wise. This problem is non-convex with non-
unique solution, thus, additional constraints are required to make the solution uniquely 
determined from the magnitude data. Beside of this, in seismic data processing, usually, we are 

interested in a surrogate signal 
N

x  which is connected to 
0

y  by an ill-posed linear 

relationship Gxy =
0

, where 
NM 

 G . The word ill-posed means that matrix G  filters out 

some information contained in the signal x  which is not recoverable solely from 
0

y . This 

makes determination of the desired signal double ill-posed. Due to this, determination of x  
requires more strong structural constraints defined in the model space so that the desired model 
can be regularized. Here, the desired model is defined as a solution of the general regularization 
problem  
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 where |ˆ=| yb , Reg is the regularization function and its job is to provide the necessary 

structural constraints to the problem [Gholami and Hosseini, 2011], and regularization 

parameter   balances between the amount of supplied regularization and magnitude fidelity 

term. As a comparison with the existing data recovery approaches, problem (1) without the 

modulus function ||   reduces to the conventional data recovery algorithms operating in the time 

domain, because F  is unitary and can be neglected. In this case, using a frequency mask 

operator to restrict the undesired frequencies changes the problem to the algorithm presented in 

[Gholami, 2013b]. The FISTA [Beck and Teboulle, 2009] is a simple framework to solve (1). 

 

APPLICATIONS 

I now apply the proposed algorithm to seismic data recovery. The primary applications of 

interest are wavefield interpolation in the presence of residual time shifts and source signature 

deconvolution when only the amplitude information of the wavelet is available. 

Seismic Data Interpolation:  

The first application is interpolation of a real stacked section corrupted by simulated random 

statics of standard deviation 16 milliseconds followed by randomly 2-fold down-sampling 

(Figure 1b).  Figure 1c shows the section reconstructed by the conventional algorithm (posing 

the misfit term in the time domain in order to invert both the amplitude and phase spectra) while 

the proposed problem (1) produced the section shown in Figure 1d. Comparing to the original 

data (Figure 1a), problem (1) resulted to a static free section because it is able to simply ignore 

the phase errors due to statics.  

 

 

Figure 1. A real stack seismic section (a) which is corrupted by simulated random statics of standard 

deviation 16 milliseconds followed by randomly 2-fold down-sampling (b). (c) and (d) are the results of 

interpolation obtained by conventional and proposed l1-norm based algorithms. 

 

Seismic Source Deconvolution: 

We know that an appropriate wavelet, resembling the original waveform, is required in order to remove 
the effect of the source waveform from the observed data via deconvolution. In practice, however, the 
source is usually unknown or is known only approximately. This example is simulated to show the 
functionality of the proposed phase retrieval algorithm compared to the conventional l1-norm 
deconvolution when we don’t have any information about the phase of the original wavelet. A sparse 
reflectivity series, shown in the top left of Figure 2, has been convolved with four different mixed-phase 
wavelets (shown in the left column of the figure). The resulting random noise added traces are depicted in 
the second column of the same figure. It was assumed that the phase of the wavelets are missed and hence 
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the zero-phase variant of the original wavelets were used to deconvolve the generated traces. The best 
results (in the mean square error sense) of joint amplitude and phase (conventional l1-norm) 
deconvolution and amplitude only (proposed) deconvolution are shown in the third and fouth columns of 
Figure 2. The results confirm that the time domain deconvolution failed to recover an acceptable solution 
while the proposed method was able to recover the original reflectivity series with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

 

Figure 2. A sparse reflectivity (top left) has been convolved with four different mixed-phase wavelet (first 

column). The resulting noise added traces are shown in the second column. It is assumed that the phase of 

the wavelets are missed and hence the zero-phase variant of the original wavelets are used to deconvolve 

the generated traces. The best results (in the mean square error sense) of joint amplitude and phase 

deconvolution and amplitude only deconvolution are shown in the third and fourth columns, respectively. 
 
 

 

CONCLUSION 

We examined the possibility of seismic data recovery problem from just the Fourier amplitude 

spectrum of the observed data. The proposed algorithm is suitable for use in data recovery 

situations where there exists significant uncertainty in the phase spectrum compared to 

amplitude spectrum, such as data recovery in the presence of static time shifts. Numerical 

results from interpolation and deconvolution confirmed that this method is able to well address 

the phase problems in seismic applications.  
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